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The writer of t is )aper became aware of the need for some overall
measuring stick for inventories d ile attached bo the Stock Control Branch
of the Aviation Suoply Office. During these years 19^7 to 1?5>0, there was
no measure whereby we could determine what was hapoenin ; to the whole pro-
gram or see trends up or down in the inventory under our immediate control.
We could only see what was haplenin^ to items, and at times, this was quite
unsatisfactory.
Upon being assigned to do an investigation for a paper in the
Comptroliershir; ran* I determined to investigate sources of information
that might be of help in overall control of inventories and Budget 1
for procurement of new material.
I discovered the Bureau of Supplies had made much progress in t
field and would soon initiate a Financial Inventor:/ Control Reoort designed
to furnish this type of information. The report looks good, and with the
improvements contemplated at future dates, it should improve stock
control.
I should like to express my deep ap-reciati n to Lt. M« J. Ar>lin of
the Stores ?nd Plant Accounting Division, of the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts for her many helpful comments and suggestions. Without her know-
ledge of development and design of the Financial Inventory Control Systc
,




The Navy accounting system prior to 1887 was vested in each individual
3ureau of the Navy Department. 1- Congress granted appropriations for each
iureau and they would, each according to their own system, expend and
account for their aporopriation. Each Bureau individually owned and
accounted for stores and consumable supplies as well as capital equipment,
fcach Bureau kept its own expenditure accounts and made reports as it saw
it. Examples of the early Navy financial inventory control renorts are
Contained in Reports of the Bureau of Provision and Clothing to the
Secretary of the Navy. The inclusion of inventory reports was begun by
ihe Bureau of Provisions and Clothing in 18U2. 2 These reports include
issues, receipts and on hand by fiscal year for all clothing and provisions
^shore, on ship and in transit. From the Bureau of Provisions and Clothing
«arly accounting and reports system Navy stores accounting was developed.
In 1886 the "General Storekeeper" plan was adopted. This plan dis-
carded the concept of a seoarate supply department for each Bureau and a
General Storekeeoer" was assigned to handle all stores and supplies at
each activity. This was followed in 1888 by intregated financial accounting
^Naval Accounting Monthly Newsletter, Volume XVII, No. 2,
]$ February 1955, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Navy Department,
i||Mhlngton, D. C, p. 68.
^Report of Paymaster General of the Navy 1SU2 - TUtS Bureau of





for all Navy stores. The paymaster General of the Navy's Report for 1888
contains the following statement. ^
"Property Accounts
"Important progress has been made during the year in im-
proving and simplifying the system of property accounts ashore
and afloat.
"While the main features of the original plan have been pre-
served, an entirely new system of books and returns has been
devised, which, it is believed will yield valuable results.
MA careful classification has been made of all the stores
and supplies in use in the Navy, which are arranged in seventy-
one classes. These are the foundation of the present system of
property accounts.
"Complete record of all receipts and expenditures of stores
is secured, the books being kept so that expenditures "for use" -
i.e., for final consumption by transfer, or by condemnation, are
seoar^tely shown. Balance sheets showing in condensed form the
aggregate receipts, expenditures, and balance remaining on hand
under each class will be rendered quarterly accompanied by
vouchers for pumoses of audit. By way of illustration, the blank
form of balance-sheets devised for this purpose is appended, marked
G. The returns made on these sheets will be epitomized in the
Bureau; and for the first time in the history of the Navy it will
be possible at the end of the fiscal year to make a comprehensive
exhibit, by classes, of receipts and expenditures of supplies
throughout the entire Service, and of the total valuation of
supplies on hand for issue at all shore stations."
The report of the paymaster General for 1839 contains the following
statement :^
"They (the money value reports of issues, on hand and receipts)
constitute graphic charts showing in gross and in detail the inward
flood of new receipts and the outward flow by expenditure and the
stagment pool of accumulated stock. They display the ratio of pur-
chases to expenditure, and both to supplies on hand."
3heport of Paymaster General of the Navy 1886 - 139U, Bureau of
Supolies and Accounts, Navy Department, Government Printing Office 1888, p.U.
^Ibid, X88f P. 9
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The value of total Navy stores in 1S89 was reported at sixteen and
one half million dollars. Compared with the twelve olus billion dollar
inventory today it is readily understandable hoar such flowing accomplishments
could be reported from the analysis of the seventy-one class. Today the
problem is not so simple nor can such -'lowing claims be made. If the Navy
were to state its goal to accomplish the ultimate in financial inventory
control the objectives would be the same as those reported accomplished
in the Paymaster General's Report of 1888.
However, in retrospect it appears that the system did not work a3
well as reoorted by the Paymaster General. The Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts Newsletter, in its report on Navy Accounting, states the following:^
The act of 30 June 1890, making all supplies common property
of the Navy caused another accounting reform, for previous to this
Congressional action, all supplies had been carried on separate
sets of books in each Bureau and hazily arranged into 72 classes.
With the new program, all supplies were carried in 32 classes under
h general accounts. It was definitely an improvement.
"Although the storekeeping and accounting procedures were in
safe hands under Bu-SandsA, the appropriation* program was in
very bad shape. The naval establishment was in • oeriod of rapid
growth under the patronizing eyes of the Teddy Roosevelt admin-
istration and, accordingly, appropriation! were leaping into
figures previously unknown to Navy fin- nee.
"In spite of this happy trend, the system of naval appropriations
was both cumbersome and inefficient. Congress, in an effort to
control the public cash at its disposal, had formulated an appro-
priation breakdown that was both remarkable and ridiculous.
^Financial Report Fiscal Year 195U, Navy Department, Office of
Comptroller, Nov. Exos Publication p. 1170, Government Planting Office,
Washington, D. C, 195U, p. 9
^Naval Accounting on. cit. p. 69
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"Navy appropriations were pinnointed to such a degree that bills
would come from the congressional chambers staggering under as many
as 2h0 major expenditure headings.
"This fantastically detailed method of appropriating funds
restricted each bureau to a very definite sum to be spent for each
very definite project and to re-allot the appropriation, the bure
had to have a new bill passed by Congress. Besides the huge number
of expenditure heads tacked to each appropriation, such obsolete
headings as. •«"•»« the -r.air.tena.nce and repair of oxen" or "preser-
vation of timber wheels" were found year after year in Navy appro-
priation bills. Questions were often bandied about as how to repair
an ox or what a "timber wheel" was.
"In addition, items such as ..." expense of the naval clothing
factor/, telegrams, yeoman's stores, safes, newspapers and :'~e,"
were strangely enough linked under a single subhead.
"The cure bo the strange disease seemed to be a simple one...
consolidation of all these heads into a general appropriation.
"The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, obviously sick and tired
of the situation, blasted the appropriation system with a sizzling
annual report. It said, ,!The present plan is so completely fallacious
that it is to be wondered at that, of the many efficient business
men in Congress, none have demanded a consolidation of appropriations
be effected.
"Despite this vigorous protest, it wasn't until a new system of
cost accounting was presented in 191k that any attempt was made
to correct the system and the reason for slow change lay partly in
Consrress' reticence to give up purse-string control of Naval money
and partly the Bureau's des're to maintain independent status in
all matters. The combination did not make for a smooth aooroach to
any change."
The early history gives some idea of the trends of early financial
stores accounting. There was much valiant effort but progress was slow.
World War I and the period that followed saw more slow progress.
Central stores custody was maintained but stores" accounting and aporo-
priation accounting or any type of successful financial inventory control
Vaa not accomplished.
The second World tfar was, of course, a great uoheaval and accounting
and financial control were almost lost in the shuffle. The principal

accounting consisted of fidelity accounting by the station and ship supply
officer.
When World "War II ended the fidelity stores 1 accounting was
strengthened and reemphasi zed but financial inventory control was not
attested. The tremendous growth of the supply system had left accounting
completely behind. About all that was known was the total amount in each
stores class of each the Appropriations Purchase Account and the 'Javal
Stock Account material. These figures were not completely accurate as
the Pacific roll-up was still in progress and much was material even in
Continential United states just never was taken up in the Stores accounts
of accountable officers.
In 19U7 shortly after the end of the World War II, the Navy
intergrated supply §fi&im was established. Inventories of stores were
either Bureau or Supply Demand Control Points Managed. Although the
number of stores classes had been increased from the 32 of l8°0 much
material under each supply manager was of a common class with that of
another supply manager. Store class prefexes were adopted (or other
distinguishing marks) for item control to designate the supply manager
but this refinement was not incorporated in the financial accounting
system. In many cases the ownerstdp of material was uncertain, and
arbitrary assignments had to be made.
After World War II the Navy budget remained large. Charges of
waste and inefficiency were made in many quarters.
The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 had established the Bureau
of the Budget and the National Defense Act of 19U7 established the Depart-
ment of Defense. With the return of oeace, budgets had to be justified
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in detail to each reviewing authority.
To cope with this situation the Secretary of the Navy had established
an office of Budget and Reports to coordinate the Navy budget. Navy stores
procurements were items of major significance in the Navy budget. On
l£ July 19hi the Secretary of the Navy issued a letter? o-jtlining financial
information that would be required in justification of supplies and stores.
This letter directed that budget justification involving requests for
supplies and material should be submitted with a sbhedule of stock on
hand, accurate figures on rate of issue and other pertinent information
which proper budget I. ads. As the Navy procured thousands of items
annually the request had to be summarized by some common denominator and
money was the only common denominator known. Previous to this letter,
aLNAVSTA 1$ dated 28 Apri 1 ±9kl was issued. This Pttfflirarr! ftfttl <m directed:
"That Commadants assure themselves t LI materials, less
certain exceptions, be transferred to the custody of accountable
supply officers in order that proper usage data could be acquired
for realistically supporting appropriation! as well as properly
determining replenishment requirements."
The situation continued with no definite solution, overall until late 19U8
when, on November £, a letter was issued appointing a Board to Recommend
rper Procedure to Effect Separation and Reporting of Inventories of Material
in Appropriation Purchases Account to Go<:qiizant Bureaus." The Senior Member
ov letter m 620/11 :hke Serial 791 dhted 1$ July 19U7
^Letter from the Chief of Bureau of Supolies and Account to
Captain G. J. Ilttrter and others BU S and A OS/016-3 (OPS Serial 0?U0
dated J> November 191$.
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of this Board was Captain G. J. Barter, USN, and from him the Board took




The Harter Board met, beginning on 5 November 1°1*8, and submitted a
preliminary report of the Board for Review and Anoroval of its Plan to the
Chief of the Bureau of Suoplies and Accounts on 13 December 19U8.1 Captain
Harter, in a letter of lU December 19U8 to the Chief of the Bureau of
Suoplies and Accounts, states the following:*?
"1. Bureau of Navy Department are not receiving factual data concern-
ing transactions and inventories of APA stocks procured with funds
under their control. To meet this situation for budget purposes,
Bureaus estimate inventory balances and consumption of material. Some
estimates are sound, but others are guesses. Consequently if estimates
can be supplanted by factual data, justification of budget is simpli-
fied and will preclude adverse effects.
"2. Pursuant to reference (letter convening Harter Board) discussions
were held with representatives of Bureaus, Office of Naval Research,
and Office of Budget and Reports to develop procedures for providing
Bureaus with information on APA material under their cognizance.
a result, a Plan was developed as set forth in enclosure (A) (the
Harter Board Report). It is summarized as follows:
"(a) From 1 January to 31 March 19h9, APA Stock Record Cards
will be market to show cognizance.
tteoort from Board to Recommend Proper Procedures to Effect Separation
and Reporting of Inventories of Materials in Appropriation I urchases Account
to Cognizant Bureaus to Chief of 3ureau Suoplies and Accounts Subject Pre-
liminary Report of Board Submitted for Review and approval of 'an dated 13
December 19IS.
^Letter from Board to Recommend Proper Procedures to Effect Separation
and Reporting of Inventories of Material in Appropriation Purchases Account
to Cognizant Bureaus to Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts Subject
Synopses of Preliminary Report of Board Submitted for Review and Approval




"(b) Prom 1 January to 31 March 19U9, monthly AFA Keturns will
be submitted as heretofore.
"(c) Effective 1 A^ril 19l;9, APA Stores Classes will be divided
into sub-classes by cognizance. Initial entries on APA
Class Cognizance Ledger Sheets will be result of extending
money value of each APA Stock Record Card by class and
cognizance.
"(d) Special APA Class Cognizance ftenc-rts will be submitted to
BuSandA on or about 1$ May 19U9 covering on hand inventori e
s
as of 31 March 19L9.
"(e) BuSandA will consolidate these to determine on hand inventor;'
values as of 31 March 19U9 by cognizance and submit this
data to SDCP's and Bureaus concerned.
"(f) Activities submit quarterly APA Stores return to include
APA Class Cognizance Reports covering money values of
transactions and inventory balances by cognizance for
1 April to 30 June 191$. 3uS and A consolidate these
reports and submit them to SDCP's and Bureaus. These
renorts will provide data not presently available for
preparation of budgets, control of material and logistic
planning.
"(g) After 30 June 19k9 submission of APA Stores Returns will
be discontinued for afloat activities, except tenders.
"(h) Beginning 1 July 19U9, APA Stores Returns and APA Class
Cognizance Renorts will be submitted semi-annually by
shore activities and tenders.
"(i) At such time as BuSandA can implement this phase of the
progMMj semi-annual APA Stores Returns will be submitted
to Naval Regional Accounts Offices in lieu of BuSandA, and
these offi ces will audit the accounts, conduct abstracting
and summarization details, and prepare reports, in summary
form, to SDCP's, Bureaus, and Bureau of Supolies and
Accounts, the latter data serving to feed into the Registers.
The report goes into considerable detail concerning the nhilosophy
behind its plan and as a part of its concept states as follows:
3
"The Board held to basic concept of Navy Supply Plan but endeavored
to conform to accepted commercial practice that management control
•5
-Report of dated 13 December Op cit
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over material requires both fiscal and item review; Navy Supply Plan
contemplates item review by Supply Demand Control Points; that such
item review should be supplemented by fiscal review and reoorts
should serve primarily as a tool of management and secondly, to meet
statutory requirements olaced on Bureau of Supplies and Accounts as
accounting agency for Navy Department."
To obtain an idea as to the magniture of the problem and the value
of the navy inventories under consideration, the Harter Board reoort is
quoted as follows:-'
"The magnitude of problem can be understood by comparing data in
reference (d) (Nav S and A publication No. 39) for 19U7 with cost of
Navy as a whole for that year. Total Navy cost is shown as nearly
6 billions of dollars, while inventory oosltion in Appropriation
Purchases Account was over eleven billions of dollars It is
apparent that investment in Appropriation Purchases Account represents
a lot of money, and it is natural that Bureaus vrant to know more about
this material, how it is being utilized; what is rate of usage; and
rhat is available for continued use; what is obsolete, etc. The
Bureaus are able to obtain this data for items under their control;
it cannot be obtained for items not under their control.
"The Navy Supply Plan provides means to channel flow of data on
items from holding activities to Supply Demand Control Points, and
Bureaus, through these points, can effectively control allocation of
funds for new procurement; determination of reserves under policies
set by Chief of Naval Operations; designation of obsolete, obsoles-
cent and excess materials, etc. It is not practicable, however,
always to translate these decis' ons by items, into dollar values,
for inclusion in reference (c) (Utilization of Inventory - to
accompany Budget data). Neither is it oracticable, as yet, to report
inventory position and utilization of inventories in terms of both
dollars and items.
"Control of materials should be exercised both by items, and by
money value. The Board considers coverage of item review by Suoi>ly
Demand Control Points, as now administered, a practical coverage, and
nothing would be gained by increasing this coverage. But it should
be practicable to supplement the item review for activities included
in the coverage by a dollar review of these activities, and then
police areas not covered by item by means of dollar data, so




determination could be reached whether such activities should be
included in the coverage because of extent of holdings or cleared
of stocks because usage does not justify retention. Separation of
money reoorts by Supply Demand Control Points should permit reports
to these Points on both activities under coverage and activities not
covered by reporting system. Even a knowledge of total money value
involved in activities not under coverage, for any specific Supply
Demand Control Point, would be significant, and details of this
difference, by activities, would permit action to be taken."
Another fact noted by the Harter Board Report of 13 December was as
ollows :
3
"All Bureaus are concerned with material not under accountable
officers and not subject to any reporting procedure. Proposal to
give /router impetus to placing all material under an accountable
officer was presented to the Bureau by reference (c) ( Board Report
dated 26 November ±9l$ to BuSandA (QMS) on attainment of inventory
control pursuant to provision of ADJqvSta 15/U7 concerning Materi
in Custody of non-accountable officers)."
The Harter Board Report recommendations were adopted almost in their
itirety. The instruction from the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts imple-
nting these instructions was published 18 March 19U9 and states the
llowing:,H
"References (a) and (b) {Sarly Instructions to Field Activities)
requested that activities holding material in the Appropriation
Purchases Account (except Medical Stores) subdivide the stock records
into groups by inventory control co:^nizance and mark each Stock
Record Card Insert (SandA Form 769) or mechanized equivalent with
the approved cognizance syr.bol which would designate the Bureau,
Supply Demand Control Point, or office to which the item is assigned.
Reference (a) further stated that instructions would be issued re-
quiring a special money value report of inventory by cognizance as
of 31 March l?h9, to reach BuSandA by l£ Hay 19U9, and the establish-
ment of class cognisance accountability records. This letter contains
these further instructions and covers all material in APA with the
exception of Medical Stores.
3iieoort of dated 13 December Op cit.
^Letter from Chief of Bureau of Supnlies and Accounts to Commandant of
.aval Districts and River Commands and Chiefs of Air Functional Traini
Commands Bureaus Boards and Offices Navy Department, all Supply officer Ashore
Subject Appropriation Purchases Account Stores Accounting, Instructions for
(Bui S i A Ltr JL/L 11-2 (6) (5 - 11 FWC) res dated 18 March 19U9
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"By reference (c) (Previous Instruction to field Activity) all
activities were advised that the comizance codes outlined in
reference (a) were to be considered accountability groupings and
that no attempt should be made to include the codes as part of the
stock number unless such action was directed by the cognizant Bureau
or Supr-ly Demand Control foist, A review of field procedures has
revealed that this procedure is working a hardship on the field
activities. As a result, it has been considered that the account-
ability codes should be made an inherent part of the stock njmber.
"References (a), (b) and (c) are hereby cancelled and the
applicable portions of these references are included in enclosures
(D) (procedures to be utilized in maintenance of CL?ss Cognizance
Ledgers) and (E) (Instructions for Grouping Stock Records and
Changing Stock Nwbtr orefexes). It is to be emphasized that certain
co mizance symbols have been changed but it is considered that such
chan;e will not affect the work accomplished by the field activities
to date.
"The steps to be taken to implement the new class accountability
procedures are as follows:
"(a) Close and submit APA returns for March 19it? as heretofore
but without the submission of the Class Balance Sheet
(SM Form 257) for the Deriod 1 January to 31 March 19l;9.
"(b) Submit Special APA Class Cognizance Reoorts of inventory
by cognizance as of 31 March and 30 June. These renorts
T-d11 be due on l£ May 19k9 and 15> July 19U9 respectively.
Instructions covering the preparation and submission of
these reoorts arc outlined in enclosure (a). (Instructions
covering preparation and submission of the Special Class
•nizance Report)
"(c) Open new Class Cognizance Ledgers. Instructions covering
the establishment of these ledgers are outlined in
enclosure (3). (Instructions covering the ooening of
; Class Cognizance Ledgers)
"(d) Compare the closing balance of APA material by class as
shown on the Class Ledgers for 31 March 19ii9 and the total
value of APA material by class as shown on the ooening
balance on the new Class Cognizance Ledgers of 1 April 19U9,
The differences disclosed by this comparison will be re-
orted on one gain invoice and one loss invoice. Each
invoice will be itemized by class and the totals will be
reported on the earliest practicable APA Balance Sheet
(NavSandA Form 1^7) under separate captions marked
"Cognizance Gain" and "Cognizance Loss".
"The A?f Balance Sheet will be submitted monthly as heretofore.
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" Information submitted as a result of the instructions included
herein will be consolidated by BuSandA and statistical reports for
budgetary purposes will be submitted to Bureaus, ( ffices and Supply
Demand Control Points as required.
"In addition to the cognizance breakdown of APA material a further
refinement in the breakdown of receipt and expenditure transactions
will be necessary. Further instructions concerning this refinement
will be issued in the near future for implementation on 1 July 19U9.
BuSandA will conduct a trial test of this additional refinement in
the Norfolk Area and will forward developed orocedures to major
activities for comment. The final procedures as developed and approved
will be placed in effect on 1 July 19k9."
The Navy as of 31 March 19U9 received its initial report of inventory
by dollar value by Inventory Management.
It is interesting to note that after taking over a year from the
time of the Secretaries letter of July 19kl to take any action, once a
Board was convened on 5 November 19U8 a plan was designed by lU December and
the initial report was received on 31 March 19U9.
There was considerable divided opinion in the Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts over the value of monetary control of inventory. A statement
made by the Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts when he was
Aviation Supply Officer is quoted in part:
5
"Mr. Lewis (Deputy 3udget Director of the Bureau of Aeronautices)
has stated that there are two jobs to be performed and if they are
performed they should be brought into agreement,. I believe that is
highly desirable. One of the jobs to which I believe Mr. Lewis
referred is monetary control, which may be exercised through re-
capitulation of analysis of the monetary APA balances. I am
reasonably sure Admiral Buck (Cheif of SandA) has accepted that
solution because he realizes that that is the only immediate solution
which is possible of accomplishment by all bureaus. However, it
Minutes of meeting //l8 of the Informal Board to Review the Inter
gated Aeronauties Maintenance Material and Supply Program Dated 2h July 191*6
as subm-'tted by Cmd. Jo Arnold, USN Board Recorder.

. .
fails to take into consideration the tremendous amount of material
we have in long suooly, and it would be most difficult to justify
the items of which we are short suDply. I submit to the Board that
we in Aviation Supply have gone considerably beyonu that particular
scope and I again emphasize the fact that our Kpproaeh revolves al-
most entirely around item control which I understand has not yet been
achieved, at least to the point reached by aviation by the other
bureaus. Regardless of any analysis that might be made from thi3
monetary control, I still assert that we shall be required to give
justification at least by category and maybe by items. My point is
simply this, certainly it is desirable to bring the monetary into
agreement with the item control but all the monetary control in the
world will not suffice entirely. We don't want to take a steo back
to establish the monetary control when we have already established
the item control.
"Mr. Lewis stated that the Fiscal Division feels that monetary
control is the first step in getting the information for additional
budget justifications. Admiral Foster replied that he agreed with
that but the monetary control exercised should be based, if oossible,
upon the item justification rather than on balance sheet justifi-
cation
"Mr. Lewis pointed out that the list of items does not mean
anything to the top echelons, to the Bureau of the Budget, or to
Congress since the only way they can evaluate is to convert to some
common denominator and the only denominator they know is dollars
"Admiral Foster stated that most any picture received from a
presentation on the basis of the recapitulation of balances is bound
to be most inaccurate regardless of who reads those balance sheets
so far as any justification of estimates and requirements are con-
cerned. He stated that this was but an expedient step in the right
direction representing the only step that is oossible of the
immediate problem and does not comorise the real answer.
"Mr. Lewis asked Admiral Foster if he would agree to changing
that statement to the effect that dollar balances present only a
general picture or ooint. Admiral Foster replied that he would add
that we have come upon that ooint of depart ore to a system by which
we can give intelligent justifications subject to analysis of any
Interested oarties. Mr. Lewis stated that the problem is that we
do not have a ooint of departure. They do not know when to go beyond
a general summary picture into a detailed summary analysis."
The feeling of the Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts about
the misinterpretation of summary financial inventory data as expressed in
July 19U6 gives little reason to wonder why he delayed a year seeking other
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methods before convening a Board and implementing the Navy Office of Budget
and Kenorts and Bureau of the Budget Concept that he had expressed fear of
one year before the Budget Officer had the Secretary issue the July 19 U7
letter.
The forces desiring summary financial information for Budget justifi-
cation had nreva'led. The system went into effect in July 19U9. The next
section vdll discuss operation under the system.

CHAPTER HI
THE CUSS COGNIZANCE REPORT
The instructions contained in the Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts letter of 18 March resulted in obtaining the value of inventories
charged to each inventory manager (Supply Demand Control point or Bureau).
This report was designed as a statistical type report and was not required
to be reconciled with the Stores Returns submitted for other numoses. The
problem still remained to obtain information concerning the money value of
receipts and issues far each inventory manager. To accomplish this was the
next task. The Class Cognizance Report was designed by the tiarter Board,
to accomplish this objective, The original intent had been to conduct test
funs for the collection of receipt and expenditure information by the
inventory manager at an installati on in the Norfolk area. This plan was
changed. On 15 April 19h9 the Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
with the approval of the Chief of the Bureau of Ships, designated the
Supply Department of the New York Naval Shipyard as the place to conduct
the experiments. 1 Two officers of the Bureau of Supplies and accounts
were sent to New York to conduct the experiments in cooperation with local
shipyard personnel. The Bureau recognised that the trial should have been
more thorough but the necessity of getting reports on a navy wide basis for
fiscal 19^0 made publication of instructions prior to 1 July 195-0 necessary.
Chief of Bureau of Supplies and Accounts letter to Commander New
York Naval Shipyard. JL/L 11-2 (6) (3-ll:FWC(des) dated 1$ April 19US, Subject*




fhe letter of lj April states: 1
"A trial installation of the importance of the one proposed
should be conducted over a period of several months rather than
one. Likewise the activity to conduct the trial should receive
more notice than is being glvtn in this instance. BuS and A is,
however, particularly desirous of installing in all shore activities
on 1 July the procedure to be developed at the New York Naval Shio-
• rard and in order to conduct the trial, evaluate the results and
promulgate the necessary instructions, the limitation of the field
installation to the months of May is necet
Even with this sneed the first full years information would not be
ready until '.-he fiscal year 19£2 budgets had been justified. This was
almost five rears after cretazy had i rted the information and
six years after the fiscal Director of the Bureau of Aeronautics had re-
quested this same- type of information from the Aviation Supply Officer. The
information that would be available in the summer of 195>0 for inclusion
in the 19$2 budget request would be the result of the first year of operation
of the Class Cognizance Report. All information would be subject to
errors in installing the system; therefore, b understandable that
considering the time for the information to generate, the Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts was vailing to Install the system on a Navy-wide basis with
such little trial tine and then correct as they went alon
.
The tSSfiS retvirned from New York and on 10 May 19U° and reported2
to the Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts that they were ready to
write the instruction for the Navy-wide systesi installation,.
IChief of Bureau of Supplies and Accounts letter to Commander Dew
York Naval Shipyard. JL/L 11-? (6) (S-ll»FWC(des) dated 1$ April 19k?,
Subject: Appropriation Purchases Stores Account Accounting, Trial Installa-
tion.
2Kemo from OF h and S 111 to OF and QMS, Subject: APA Class Cogni-




-The team, uoon their return, began -preparations of the instructions
for the installation of the Navy-wide system of class cognizance reports of
Inventories, receipts and expenditures. Much detailed work was necessary.
Ledger sheets and reoort forms had to be designed along with the necessary
detailed ins ructions for implementation by activities throughout the Wavy.
The work progressed rapidly and the necessary forms and instructions were
written and promul-; he Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts
in a letter dated 31 May 19U9.3
The first report of the Appropriation Purchase Account Inventories
by Cognizances Was received by the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts and
transmitted to the inventory managers on 23 August 19b*. The first Class
Cognizance report showing desired detailed information oh receipts and
expenditures in addition bo trie value of inventory was received and trans-
mitted to the inventory managers in November 19U9. This report covered
operations the first quarter of fiscal lor>0. The reoorts have been received
for eacti quarter subsequent and with few changes have remained essentially
the same through the fourth quarter of 195?.
The interim letter instructions have been superceded by changes to
Volume II of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts Manual.
The Class Cognizance Report was extended to Naval Stock Account
Material in 1950. The first reoort was made for the fourth quarter of 19pG
^Letter from Chief of the Bureau of Supolies and Accounts to Commandant
of Naval Districts and River Commands and Chiefs of Air Functional Traini
Commands and Bureaus, Boards and Offices Navy Department, all Supply Officers
Ashore, all Accounting Officers, Subject: APA Stores Accounting Instructions
for, (JL/L 11- 2 (6) (S-L1/DF-U) Mn dated 31 .May 19l9.
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od it was Instituted on a penuUMBft basis beginning with fiscal year 1951.
Brett before the first Class Cognizance Report was received, doubts
began to arise as to Its adequacy, Tn a letter dated 16 May 19U9, the Assist-
ant Chief of the i of Supplies and Accounts for Supply Management
reports ' f of the Bureau of Supolies and Accounts as follows :'*
.3 A?A Class Cognisance Accountability Program was to have
orovided the Bureaus with inventor/ data to bo used
The Utilizatior. of Inventory Report. In addition it was con-
sidered that certain data on procurements (o Lons) coul
Obt he fiscal records of BuS and A ar from the Bureau
cognizant of the appropriation.
WA review of the problem has indicated bhat Inventory
obtained accounting procedure will not provide the
necessary data for the Bureau to prepare a utilization of Inventory
report 'qj fu ' L cat srles except by estimates. In addition,
our procurement records are maintained by appropriation
breakdown as wries of material* As a result, we cannot
relate the procurement records either to Uie class breakdown or
the function?! brai -n,
"The >cent schedule for submitting budget estimates is:
"June 3, I9h9 Bureaus - Offices submit estimates to 0^
September l$t V?h9 - The Bureau of bhe budget
"This schedule prevents obtaining any figures of reasonable
accoii
. the c ice breakdown of inventory
on hand will be received in BuSandA not later than L
The first report of .- ' iendltures by ciegnissnce cannot
be received and compiled before November l$lt$. As a result, I
feel that we ry little information to the Bureaus
for the 1951 estimates.
"I am convinced that we will have very little chance to develop
proceduies and obtain data for the 1??? Budget estimates, unless the
functional categories are established Immediately and remain fin for
a reasonable period of time, These functional categories will have
%lemo IMS to Subject APA Class Accountability Bureau o± Supplies
md Accounts Letter JL/L 11-2 (6) (S-ll) FWC:dms) dated 16 May 19U9.
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to be established as the groupings to be used in budget, program
planning and stocking of materiel in order to obtain the grouping of
fiscal and quantitative data that is required for urogram and budget
justifications."
The program for obtaining the inventory value for each inventory
hanager by classes left much to be desired in the minds of some people.
rhere were a number of trial procedures developed in the next year or so.
Some of them are very interesting. These went on simultaneously with the
Slass Co mizance Reports which were providing the only system wide information
available to inventory managers. They still obtained special reoorts and




SB i I . EUE8
of Supplies , pec Lving
and coi.ip^iixig its first Z1& , certain field act \vities
need t fin octal In bhe control of
inventoric . Sine KLes ironic Supply Officer w it to 3 evt
to try e plan of ite own. Phis re<j - the reeult a
Electronic Supply Office being infonaed it suet support its own I
request
.
In the spring of 1951 the Assistant Chief or the Bureau of Ships
for Electronics informed bhe electronics Suopl let he weald
be required to substantiate that portion of the budget of the Bureau of
Ships for maintenance reoair parts and tubes reqj.ii ed jid.cs
Supply System, fnis w^s accentuated by the reduction In requested funds
from the previous year's budget from aonroximately thi. s - vo mil Lion
dollars to nine point one Million dollars, and lack of information in
Bu Ships. The Bure u o± the Budget and reviewing agencies, in reriewJ
the 19^2 budget, noted that the Blectronic Supply system had a preatijeefcely
two hundred thirty-six million of inventory of hloctronic repair parts and
tubes and were making is:uas at a rate & ity-th: l.lion a year. This
meant that at that time on a dollar value basis, the 'Hn.ectronic Suoply
pyet
,




the Electronic items are of a technical nature, which are required for the
support of Equipments and were procured on a life of type basis under pro-
visioning procedures.
To insure that the Electronic Supply office would have background
information and experience in presenting a budget, two preliminary runs
were made at the Bureau of Ships and in the presence of the Assistant Chief
of the Bureau of Ships for Electronics and certain members of the Office
of Budget and Reports and the Bureau of the Budget. This presentation
pointed out numerous 'areas where information was lacking for the substan-
tiation of a budget figure, for example"
"Specific question as to What portion of the Electronic Supply
System items were insurance type items, what portion were common
use items, what portion were available for mobilization require-
ments as established by the Chief of Naval Operations were without
answer. The only basic information work sheet on hand was the APA
Balance sheet which gave a distorted picture of the actual materi
situation."
l.uch other information was requested which the Electronics Suoply
office was likewise unable to provide answers for or only partially answer.
As a result of this trial run, the Electronics Supply Office set up
a staff to analyze and coordinate the data on hand. This staff had as its
principal objective the financial control and analysis of inventories. I
staff considered several possibilities, among them establishing: activities
Lar to the Aviation Fleet Accounting Offices to consolidate data from
stub requisitions. This was the method used by the Aviation Supply Office
to obtain cost and usage information for support of the budget. It *
believed chat this system was too expensive and consumed personnel which
•^Special report to Major Field activities on presentation p-iven at
3ureau of Sullies and Accounts on 9 October 1951, entitled "Supply Demand
Control Point Management Accountin
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could he better utili 7ed for DO . . . r search
was made for other means of obtaining the data.
Overtures were made to the Bureau of Suoolies and .nccounT-s for
assistance. It v«l pointed out that the Electronics Supoly Office had
need for certain financial management information and it was felt that this
data was available somewhere within the Navy's existing accounting frame-
vor _.
Tne answer was found in the Financial Detail Card (S~S Form 765)
>
wnica was already in use locally to maintain class accountability and
Stores accounts ledgers. The Electronics Supoly Officer prevailed upon the
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts to have eleven activities with mechanized
stock control submit the Electronics Supply office copies of their Financial
Detail^Cards. This was begun in July 1951. The information obtained was
sufficient to answer most questions in the areas previously left void by
the centralized reports being, received. The use of Financial Data Cards
was next extended to the lards and Docks Supply Office. Here, also,
valuable data was obtained.
On 9 October 1951* after the Electronics Supply Office had one
complete quarter's operation with the Financial Detail Card, a presentation
was made to the Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, his deputy,
the Assistant Bureau Chiefs, 2nd all Division heads. Some pertinent facts
8nd comment made at thia ^:"
•th, tl Chief of the Bureau of Supplies






"The subject study, designed to provide effective supply demand
control ooint management accounting, is one of the largest programs
undertaken by the Bureau in recent years. It has been a study con-
ducted in close coordination wtt& all other interested Divisions of
the Bureau, with supply demand control points, and especially with
the trial activity, the Electronics Supply Office."
\cdr, Campbell, Director of the Stock Finance Branch, stated:
"When the Supply Demand Control Points were decentralized
initially from the Bureaus, the flow of accounting information was
not decentralized but instead, general! I a , retained in
Washington. There was cceated a "Cognizance reporting Syste
to provide the procedure for centralized reporting of material
classes in Washington."
While present Stock Status Iteports (item reports) now come in
from "Wholesale" activities reporting to Si ' Control
Points, and reveal substantial item information, there is a need for
a great deal more information than the present system provide*.
The need for additional information in specific areas is as
follows J
1. The need for information on item withdrawal at the end
of the distribution "pipeline" and its dollar value.
2. The need for information on items withdrawn from the
pipeline as related to the consumer and to his purpose.
3. The acquisition of item inventory assets by means other
than purchase; reductions of item inventory assets by means other
than issues to users.
As further elaboration on item two, if too much money is spent
for the wrong items or even too much of the right ' . .here
results a total loss of productive effort. Therefore, there is a
vital need to know exactly what the "consumer" wants to enable the
purchaser to procure the right item in the right quantity, at the
right time.
Sufficient information now exists in the accounV stems of
the Nav/ which can and must be tapped and made useful. It is most
encouraging that in solving the basic problems of supply, the
technical skill of the accountant is now bein^ applied.
kt.(jg) Mercondante spoke concerning the availability of
required data for Su magement in the present Fiscal reporting
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System. He stated that:
"Accounting can provide the necessary "vitamins" needed for the
Navy Supply System, namely, Financial Management accounting. Under
this plan, each item transaction vdll be reported on a Financial
Data Card.
These Financial Data Cards will sho
1. The supporting activity
j
2. The receiving activity or whether the material was for
Station use;
3. The nature of the transaction, J ,c., transfer, receipt,
expenditure, adjustment
;
h. The final charge or use to which item was put;
5. The aooropriation changeable - x*hose money bought the item -
the Customer;
6. Whether this transaction was recurring or non-recurring. —
In soeaking of Cards as they now exist by class only, not by
item, he stated —
The Cards now produced by Class can be -out to HOife in the
nreoaration of consolidated reports of expenditures which can reve
a great number of useful data i I it. For example, the Cards
can reveal for each activity or ship, item transactions, Bureau
allotments involved, appropriations, replenishablo or non-reolenishable
items, cost, losses, surveys, unusual trends, adjustment, "trends"
of material going in or out of Class 26$ (damaged but repairable
material), into and out of Shop Stores and out of the Navy Supply
.stem. Also, the Card c e used low much it requires
to activate or convert vessels, both by item and cost. This btief
list of potential uses is by no means complete. Receipt information
can be codified and made into useful, easy to comprehend, management
accounting data. Material is received into the system from purchase,
from material turned into store, from the national military • " sh-
ment, from survey and inventory gains, accoua. ' .ijustments,
standard orice adjustment, material received from other supply offleers
and inter-class and inter-cognizant transff
Such data as chese are now available within twenty-five d-ys by
class of material. If stock numbers are shown on the detail card,
even more useful information night be included, such as (l) active,
insurance, and obsolete item data, (2) useful budgetory support
information, (3) industrial support data, (a) load and allowance
list information, (£) active and inactive items.
In conclusion, the data necessary for good supoly management is
found to be available today in present fiscal accounting qyat . It
is an effective tool of management. It can be produced for nana
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within twenty-five days following the close of the month. In short,
Navy accounting can now come up with the dollar and item answer s to
many of the problems of management.
Commander Watson of the onics discussed the details of
the Electronics Supnly Office experiment and concluded as follows
*
"The potential use of infonuation to be gained from the card has
DOt yet been realised* Tha program will, of course, take some
additional people and training to reali3e its full benefits. If
stock numbers were included in the cards, they would reveal individual
item consumption and would nrovide a sound bas" 8 for procurement
tad maintenance of stocks on the most economical basis yet known*
The ramifications of the program for supply management are far
reaching and, if realized, would place the Navy Supoly System in
the position that will compare favorably with the most advanced
industries today.
Lcdr. Gulp, Director of Accounting Operations, presented a plan
of action to be accomplished. Ke stated that: "If accounting is
to be a really effective tool for management of the supply system,
it must be initiated by the Bureau, used by all Supply Demand Control
Points, and by mechanized and other reporting activities across the
board."
Accounting reoorts flow from the field, to the mana it bureau,
to the Comptroller, and finally to the Treasury and the Bureau of
the Budget. The Supply Demand Control Point may fit into this
accounting flow patters, both as a field activity, reporting appro-
priation matters to a cognizant bureau, also as a "bureau'', receiv-
ing reports from its reporting activities. The proposed use of the
Financial Data Card would "tao" this flow of information at the
point tfhere it passes from field activities to the management bureau
or the Supply Demand Control Point.
Expansion of the Program will not be cheap, it is the Bureaus
estimate that it -could cost five hundned thousand dollars a year to
place the program in full effect. This would include placing stock
numbers in the Card.
Lcdr. Culp proposed adoption of the following program of action
for Supply Demand Control Point Management accounting:
1. Extend the program to all Supply Demand Control Points and
Mechanized Reporting activities
j
2. Bureau indocrination of Supply Demand Control Point personnel;
3« Build Sopp] (and Control Point Comptrollershios. This
would require a permanent staff, under a Comptroller at
Supply Demand Control Points under which would be combined

all accounting and budgetory functions.
. Bring all non-mechanised reporting activities into the nro^xaraj
E>. Include stock numbers in the Financial Detail Cards;
6. Vitalize expend!tax* id activity numbers for supply
•lagementj
7. Revise Navy Stock Class structuraj
f; , Educate Field Activities.
The attendants at the Conference were mt favorably* imnresoed
and consents were a:
La Hotter, fe "stank Chief of terees of Suoolies
end Accounts for Su , said: "As far back as 19hh,
lip comment integrated- Navy Supply Plan" had
the opportunity of hearing R.Adm. Bauernscrv-.idt with regard to the
13 was "whore is the
fi: ^ase or wheel e£ . Ch&t question was still
unanswered is 19U6 tihen ti»e l&avy Supply System was completed without
a "fiscal wheel"
The program :vhlch has been outlined is, in the Being based upon
on report' cally procedure for converting
usage data into a useful tool of aa*fMMH&««,»« The BlWjr
p>3y System is a "suction system". That is, as materials are
used, they demand replenishment utich is drawn up t b the pipe*
M of supply. There is no forced In the systerj however,
by virtue, of the fact that $0 is I BuWlffl re ll need for
a "pulse feeler" to insure that it is geared at all t laves to signifi-
cant changes or trends in customer w?.nts... The basic required in-
formation alreafr exists in ,he Navy Supply System and Accounting
System and the means of applying it bet iwn in today's
oresentatlon .
F.,Adm. Bauernschmidt, the Dapntgr Chief of the bureau of Supplies
and AeceutflSj states the following
i
"I en extremely ir.voroased by the ootential of t: o orogranj
.od. It was not by accident- supply and accounting wore
united and placed in one Bureau in the See? Department. Even back
in the formative ' BuS ai , it w;.s r- these
should go hand in hand and were nccoa adjuncts to one anoth- .
However, in the succeed! ng years, sur nod was given, in
most c.:. , ajor attention, !., accounting did not grow and, 5n
most c • -, a " gnored and considered as mere bookke' . Fortu-
nately, that attitude is tjone today and accounting is no*.; looked
upon as an absolutely necessary partner and adjunct to good supply
management."
If this orogram were at be fully realised, the time can be
foreseen when Congress can be shown exactly what is needed by the
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Il«vy in budgetary - ;ts, backed by absolute Tacts, based on
accurate, Itemised jgnawwar and usage date for the entire Kavy.
The pgognw should nob be considered as complete until the possi-
bilities of ext- l«| .) fee the low.
level of field management have been considered and fchi orogram
eventually applied at individual station level.
This nresentation was ne.de on 9 October 19?1» Supply Demand Control
point representatives, and riageraent Accounting Seminar Glass vrcre
present in addition to tfareru persor-r^l. A brlftf was >d sal ,?enb
to orineir
Reaction was not long in sett . - as evidenced by an oxcerpt
from an unofficial letter from Hew Fork Tiaval Shipyard to the Assistant
Chief of tlu> BflTfjau of Supplies and Accounts for Accounting and ;.*ishurslng,
tifej quote*.' irt:^
"I»t, 'X n triod to 3©11 us the idea that we could derive
direct benefit from processing Fiiuv Jata Cards to S.DC1-, The
value (in theory) of such information to SDGP's is un " • le
in view of the recent gjqalfftMUftg for budgetory info so
need m them. X state that we have no intention other than to e$n»
tinue to prov5.de Financial Detail C.-rds contain! BOCXi&tJ
data to hSQ, Tide is not a heavy burden because >rc ,:.o not mr.ko
many Stub Requi sition Issues of electronic material (invoice nnd
stub receipts and expenditures total 2?00 per nonth). However,
it does cause «g t extra work that it -^uld be nice If we
didn*t have to do it. Further, to furnish Financial Detail Cards
for all notorial is almost out of the question for us without
additional money and VJ-B people.
"The foregoing is about, all I should say because it covers the
nart of the nroblom that the S'.moly Department of the shipyard ^s
concerned with. I have read and studied the presentations you
«md your boys gave on 9 Oct. - "Supply Jenind Control Point
Management Accounting" • H— , !•» tout fri.end. You have ability
to burn. BttMUOM of our friendship, to volunteer advice
when my o , Lot t be letter served by silence,
"If I re... Lfej tuu the ri ope, I
think you arc making e Ln rel . Data
rd. I agree with the aim of bettor supply management accountin .
However, the number of cards invr.: "Vv , jne fo:
'Letter New York Shipyard to Bureau of Supplies and Accounts
No. £10 GaKilc dated Movember 19£l.
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item, will be so large that present machines are totally inadequate
to handle then. As 701; know, we submit a SSK each quarter for each
cl&SS to each SDCP and there is one card which summarises* for
each it cu, ill issues and receipts for the -oast three months. The
processing of this quantity of cards is barely within present SDCP
opacity. As a matter of fact, I understand that some SDCP would
like to do more id ,ase cards but just do not have machine
capacity. For example, we send about 37,000 stock status cards to
30 eacr quarter. The number of 031 Financial Detail Cards for
a quarter would total about 90,000 under present procedures and
about three (3) tinea this number if a card were furnished for
each line item.
"I do not have time right now to study the problem as much as I
Id like tc, hut I'm confident that there is 3 good middleground
between a Financial Detail Card for each line item of receipts and
expenditures and the present class cognizance reoort. At any rate,
before a final decision is made, >->lease be cautious even though
caution is not your "best suit 1*, I would like to recommend
that your boys study the possibility of providing the desired
information by additional coding in the present Financial Detail Card
and then providing the SDCP a "Summary of the Summary". Also
let me suggest that an attempt be made t-o devise a method to oro-
vide the required information .11 be compatible with the job
order system* I suggest that you look into the difficulty and
additional cost that all shipyards will be nut to if they are re-
quired to furnish Financial Detail Cards containing all accounting
data for all material*
Still other factions were against the program of managerial account
i
which had been outlined. The Inventory Control Division of the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts made an extensive investigation of the pronrr:: :-jid
concluded:
^
Nothinr in the form of reports or statistics has been received
from the ."viectronicc y office substantiating hue use of Fi-
nancial Detail Cards. "When this substantiation is received, use of
financial detail sards La recor^.ionded with the follow! dtations:
(l) That they are to be requested fror: only selected activities,
(a) That Cards should be requested from only mechanized
activities that already report stock status to the
Electronics Supply office and then only from such
activities as are considered necesse'ry for particular
studies.
(2) That they not be stock numbered.
Tio: 3 llu I to OS j 3- lUZ LG(NTU-2£ :h;b,iect Field Trip to Electronic
Supply Office re The Financial Detail Card dated 23 November 19?1.

-The Inventory Control Division report also recommended a conference
to establish the specific items needed for budget justification. The view
of this report was supoorted by the Inspector General of the Supply Corps
and many others in the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts. In an inter-
departmental memorandum to the Director of the Accounting Operations Division
on 1 December 195>1> one of his subordinates reported as follows:
"I noticed a nemo from Adm. Slarrot; to OF wherein he quoted
three ' ~>ns from a report that the subject officer made to 03.
The tiiree questions quoted by 01 were: (1) of the information
available in the Cai B actually needed and desired by SDGP;
(2) why specifically and in detail is the information needed; (3)
how, soeoi.fi call;/ will this information then be analyzed and h
will it be used?
"It would appear, from the questions above, and from ttoe manner
in -which Lt. S 1 to mo, that 5 under definite instructions
as bo the tack he will take (this is readily understandable)."
The result of the conference that took place and further attempts
to analyze the ne*.d for the Financial Detail Card are not evidenced by
written record. The submission of Financial Detail Cards to the lards
and Docks Supply office was discontinued on 11 January 193>2.
The Assistant Chief of the Boreaa of Supplies and Accounts for Accounting
and Disbursing was rotated. The new Assistant Chief was apparently not
convinced of the necessity or advisability of the use of the Financial
Detail Card; in any case in April 1953, the submission of Cards to the
Electronics Supply office was directed discontinued as of 30 June 1°£3.
The orincipal officers who had worked m the Management accounting plan
were rotated and with that the plan died.
'Telegram BuSandA date time 11:21 22 of Jan. 19i>l.
"Letter chief of jureau of Supplies and Account to Electronic
Supply Officer FLA ILD/KTU-25 Subject Financial Detail Cards (S?cA Form ]6<)
Submission of dated 17 April 19^3.
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The need for information did not die, however, In February 19£? the
Operations Branch of the Inventory Control division proposed a new Property
7Accounting Plan. The plan is ss reface as follows:
Property accounting in the Navy falls in two general categories,
Administrative property ace lg and fidelity property accounting.
The >e of administrative property r.ccountir q orovU'e
useful monetary facts to managers of Navy material on stock they
control. This includes furnishin j the value of stock berlal
as of partloulax accounting dat«ff, suitably analyzed into clascifi-
Cations b nature, and the monetary transactions between
accounting dates In the sane L. Fidelity property accounting
applies to the "accon; Lty" within the Navy for
Navy property 3nd for summation, through various levels of reporting,
to the general stores account ledgers as controls for adjn.inistrc.tive
property accounting and the support for reports to the Congress on
public funds held in the form of material*
Navy Supply Demand control points are "Businesses" in a real
sense. They buy from 'ndustry, distribute through the Navy's supply
channels and sell to sd customers performing in the process
all basic functions of a inerehandisiag business exceotin:: those
connected with sales promotion, advertising, etc. SDCP's are pro-
vided with Government capital to finance their procurement and dis-
tribution operations. The control an£ nlnipulaoion o al
to gain the greatest service to customers at the least cost, is the
task to be done. The least cost means the least outlay of facilities
and manpower arid the least outlay of inventory in the distribution
I /"stem.
Financial management is required for this ta3k at the Supply
Demand Control Points In two basic areas; (l) Budget and (2) Stock
Control. Facts on the capital available and the transactions
therein are mandatory la the budget process, in that the budget
statement and justification are in financial terms. Successful
budget presentation and execution requires financial accounting for
all capital available just as in the case of a distributing business
in commerce. The funds in various stages of the procurement orocess,
the material ourchased not yet received, the material in finished
gpods inrontoxy, the material in manufacturing work la nrocess, and
the mate: sit within the system, must all be considered
as assets and accounted for as oart of the capital investment re-
quired to perform the mission. In stock control, quantative data
on each item of supply is the language of reoorting and action.
However, monetary information can help improve stock control through
its "commond denominator" function in exoEetsing facts about groups




ed proot i trio of
related functions, all intordopendont. The l?udget Lc la monetary
terms, stock control is .ant it.,, and procurement la the
sleeting ground of tlie other two. If properly designed, I
qpaafcatiT* report! . . ry rep< system will
reinforce eaer, other in this trio of ftmefelone*
outline! herein are, it outs into
i of sr ent tiie basic monetary I , iat
is m > prepare 3tock purchase budgets and tc • iorr.ent
- flow of facn bo supply v: agers fro:» the
lowest echelon has been shortened; certain >erorts eliminated, and
doXlora are saved through nore pfl i.rtion
provided in sirapler and in. /oeedures. It suppleraents
proTld .'iiiageraent
information on the location of funds WfeiOh have been converted into
Bftt Bfl a b -acts for the budget
rev' -over before be. - ' available and includes
recognition of th_ controls at all 1
It provides for the flow of basic fidelit . frora field
activities via the NStAO's to time* tores ledgers, with no c
tub art s&ion accounting prooi
related to . »#ootio*»« Cho orocedures aro lified by
reliovinf thti ra'ocess of det .ccumulated therein for supply
man&gexaeitt,
Thi •, like the pi ;;• aectv tot adopt* .
It too was p*t en I I has proved useful only in keepi- need





THE DESIGNING OF A FINANCIAL INVENTORY CONTROL REPORT
During the balance of 195>2 no plan of any significance in the field
of financial inventory control accounting was presented. Much progress was
made however in the field of item inventory control.
The Fractionation Program was developed. This urogram consisted of
the fractionation of material inventories into segments that identify it
with relation to its turnover and/or type. The fraction codes adopted are
as follows: 1
Code Fraction and Definition
F Fast High quality and/or high dollar
demand
Medium Medium quality and/or medium
dollar demrnd
S Slow low quality and/or low dollar
demand




N New Newly introduced item with in-
adequate demand history





Codc Fraction and Definition
C Carrying Characteristics of the item iu ke
point it susceptible to designated
stocking
A Field Activity Item which continuous centralized
Control item inventory control is not
exercised
? i-erishable
I Special Program Item for special program
Item requiring special handling
L Local Stock Material not identified by a
standard Navy Stock Number or
other standard number
T Terminal Items for tfhich eventual termi-
nation fa D established but
for which existing stocks can
be used
This program ma approved and implementation was begun in late 1953 <
Itch inventory manager was required to study each item of his inventory and
assign it to a proper fraction. The magnitude of this task was tremendous,
but for the first time Navy material was grouped into :meara.ngful analyzable
segments
.
In addition to the fraction codes, another set of codes have also
been implemented for management of inventory. They are known as Condition
Codes. They are:
B - Material in need of repair
E - Material awaiting test on check
While this program for item control was still under development,
thinking in the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts was again directed
jving the financial management of inventories. Some work was done in




activities that revisions to the present Navy inventory financial reporting
system was contemplated and solicited comments with respect to chan:
desired. There was a Committee appointed to make a review of Financial
Reporting for Supply Management. Between May and Au^st 1?53> this
Committee visited each Supply Demand Control Poifat, Bureau, several of the
major Depots and large Supply Departments. They found a wide difference
of opinion as to the value of the Class Cognizance Balance sheet and report
as instigated by the Harter Board recommendations.
_ 3The survey' showed little, if any, use was being made of the Class
Cognizance fteoort by the majority of the activities contacted) for example,
the Aviation Supply Office reported 5
"The Class Cognizance Report now goes to the Systems Planning
Division rather than Financial Control Division. It has been used
by System Planning for forecasting storage requirements."
The Bureau of Ordinance reported:
"Bu ord does not use the current report to any great extent,"
The Navy Ship Store office reported:
"IvSSO has used this renort very little."
The other reports ran. in the same tenoi , except for five activities.
The Bureau of Ships reported that;
"The budget people use the Class Gog Report in support of budget
estimates. However, they expressed the feeling they used the report
because they had to," not because they x*anted to."
2
Bu S and A Notice hhOQ S123 of 15 May 1953 Subject: Financial
Reporting of Navy Inventory, Improvement of
3Bu S and A Memo I A.X, 3123, L10/L3-6 from S123, FA. 2 to 00 of 11
September Subject: Report of Review of Financial Reporting for Simply
Management - (working papers)
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The Ships Soare Part Control Center used the report for budget re-
quirements and the General Stores Supply office, the Yard and Docks Supply
)ffice and the Electronics Supply office used the report for internal
management purposes.
Thus it is seen that a report desirned to supply inventory managers
financial information for inventory control and budgeting was very un-
successful.
The Committee issued a lieport on Review of Financial Keoorting for
Supply !Management in September of 195>3.
The report was very extensive and recommended seven changes in the
Class Cognizance Reoort. The changes recommended were as follows:
1. Use of additional management codes with Inventor)'' Class Cognizance §h/mb°ls.
2. Change in flow of financial information to Inventory Managers from Field.
3. Analysis of issues to identify customer for each category of material.
4. Review the caotions on the Class Cognizance Reoort and come up with more
meaningful captions.
. Breakdovm Intransit Inventories.
p. That special minimum reporting procedures be used during conversion to
Federal Stock Number .
if. Study be made of Field activities with a view or internal reorganization
of these activities to simplify report preparation and document flow.
This report let to the appointment of a Committee for "Revision of
the Class Cognizance Report. The Committee was appointed in October of 1 £3
ind was assigned as estimated task completion date of April 1°£3. The
Committee was given the following aim:"
^Cp cit 11 Sept. Report Finding and Recommended changes to present
financial Reporting System.
'Project Assignment Revision of the Class Cognizance Report Dated
Jctober 1<?!?3 Bu S and A FA. 2 Financial Inventory Control Report Changes to
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"to revise the Class Cognizance iieoort so that it .^ives to the
SDCF's and Bureaus the financial information considered essential to
assist in the analysis and management of inventories in store at
field activities."
The Committee issued its first reoort" on 19 January 195U and recom-
mended that the report be
1. quarterly
2. That dollars and cents be rooorted
3. That three different management codes be added to the report*
The management codes crcd to were Fraction and Condition Codes.
The three reco:aicr.ded for use were the two 009 ' . m codes to show if
oerial was damaged or if it ma awaiting test, check and
and one fraction code that one bein;: Field Activity Controlled items.
Thus the Fractionation I'roaram developed dming 1952 for item control
was also recommended for use in the new financial inventory Control Program.
The report recommended not usin*/ the balance of the fraction eo<
but recommended future study be given to ohis idea.
The Director of the Special Projects Division of the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts Accounting and Disbursi^ Lee took exception to
the elimination of any of the fraction codes in the reeoenended financial
reoortin; progr . Ee .made the following endorsement to the report:'
Aemo From Committee on Financial Cognizance Reporting to FA, 5-1
dated 19 January 195U Subject: Proposed Eevisions to Financial
Cognizance Report.
?Memo From FA to 31 Serial 3195 Dated 20 January 195U




"I favor financial reporting by fractions. I believe it is an
additional tool that the inventory manager can use to determine the
validity of his fractionation program. If the basic fraction is
sound the financial report will substantiate it. If the basic fraction
I not sound the financial report will prove it."
The report was approved on 2h February 19$h with the exception of
the recommendation on limiting the use of fractions for reporting the
Inventory receipt and issue information. The Committee was
Instructed bo tortlng by cognizance, fraction, condition code and
class a part of the revised report..
i 9
The Co .- second report on 12 March 195k* This
jrt contained the Star Balance Sheet Captions and a new reoort name.
They ren&Rftd the CI
..Iter almost 10 years of effort, bhe question asked
i. Bauernschs&dt in l&hk when discussing the new Navy Integrated Supoly
System, '".ihere is the financial -wheel of bhe plan", a report specifically
des' - the "financial wheel" had been d d.
The report was not yet a reality. The original target date for
operation had been April ±9%h but th did not make its recommen-
dation until March 12, therefore, the original target date had to be revised.
This time t ia prograffl did nob falter and fall by the wayside, even tnough
it did ad.88 its target date considerably. A new target date of 1 January
1955 was est d.
&Chronologiaal File of Financial Inventory Control report, change
to Entry dated 2h February T/5h.
^rnomo from Committee on Financial Cognl gance Reporting to ?a, S.l




Progress was far enough that on 12 April 19^4, the Bureau of
Supplies jcount is LnatruetJ Financial Inventory
Control Ledgera at all field activities.^
This involved t i old Glass Cognisance ledgara and breaking
then down further and setting up a stock control ledger account for each
fraction of each class for each Oo.rrdzant inventory manager' and one
ledger account for eac' condition and fraction by cognizance and class in
the case of damaged material. The material of six inventory managers was
selected for breakdown ira ohase ore October 195>U was selected as the co.a-
pletion date for this phase. This was nreliminary work that had to be
accomplished end could be eomoleted without knowine; the exact detail
information to be kept or the Information to be drawn for the final report.
When it is considered that almost two million items had to be classified
at several hundred activities, the magnitude of the overall undert .iking
and the need for gradual phasing of the cutover period can be appreciated.
E(y 1 July 19£U a prooosed Financial Inventory Control Ledger and
Financial Inventory Report had been designed. These were approved by the
l aau of Supolies and Accounts 17 September 195U. The reports were sent
to each Supply Demand Control -noint for comment and suggestion prior to
final adoption. 11
10Bu S and A instruction UUu0.l6 dated 12 April 19?i*
Subject: Financial Inventory Control Reporting.
^3u 8 . letter FA 2 LIO/HP? of 6 November 19?3
Subjoct: Proposed Changes in Financial Cognizance Reporting.
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A nolit instillation ni started at USD Newport on 1 October 19$h and
1IRA0 Boston vaa designated as t3 -0 to conduct th lit audit and
recapulation of the Financial Inventory Control Report. The goal "or system-
wide use vat revised and established as 1 July 195?.
The Supoly Demand Control Points approved the Financial Inventory
Control Reports with two exceptions. They recommended two additional captions
be included on the balance sheet. These two additions were approved 1
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts on 1-U January 1&$$+*3 The reporting .formats
and ledger sheets were sent to inters on 3 March 1955. A notice to
the field of the ghenge Trill be published in April. The necessary changes
to the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts Manual will be published in Kay 1955.
All Navy activities ;L11 ec ce their records as of 1 July 1955 and the
Fir3t Financial Inventory Control Report will be submitted in October 1955.
^Chronological File of Financial Inventory Control Report change to
Entry dated 8 September 19?- .
^3Op cit - S&txy dated 2 February 1955.
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Any evaluation of the success of the Financial Inventory Control
ort is, of course, premature. The first report will not be submitted
until October 19E>£j however, study of trie Financial Inventory Control
lieport (Fi'
:
:ure l) indicates the follow! rv. financial management information
may be obtained from analysis of the report.
The inventory manager will be able to analyze his inventory by
fraction (type of material fast movi
,
'nsurance item, etc.) by class
broad identification of material (i.e.. Class 32 Airframe structual spare,
Glass 2U Duck Canvass and tentage, etc.) and by condition (ready for law ,
damaged but repairable, awaiting test and check). He can see what type is
increasing and what is decretsin 'solate areas in which concentrated
effort should be exerted. Re will be able to examine his receipts and
issues to know if his new procurement is causing inventory build-uo or
if material returned to store is causing build-up. Expenditures can like-
wise be analyzed to see where materiel is going. He can determine if it is
being sold to customers, lost by survey or lost by mater i?.l tillage.
This Financial Inventory Control Report is not the answer to all
ills. It has several known blind spots. Some blind spots exist because
-I4I-






































































































































































































the exact information required It not yet finally determined; others exist
for which information requirements are known but exor I merits are still under-
way in order to determine the best method of obtaining the desired i fori tion.
The recognized blind spots are;
1. Breakdown by fraction Class Co^igance and Cone' of:
a. On order material
b. In transit material from suppliers to depots
Note: Most Navy material is accepted by source
ins^ecr,ion at manufactu: nd
ioped on Navy bill of laden to stocking
denot
.
c. In transit material in system (Transfers between
supply officers. This surr is considerable, usually
just under one billion dollars, and nothing is
known except total money value.)
d. Sho: Stores Inventories (holding class 203)
?. For what purpose is material actually im .
Item One a is not under active consideration for solution at the
present time. It is considered that the other items are of iore urgent
nature. Its solution would be quite tricky, requii I aching of records
of a great number of activities. Supply Managers h^mdle most orocurement
in their own activities and can make stop- gap estimates from internal
records, which will suffice until a detailed system can be worked out, if
it is decided that one is needed.
Item One b is a part of Item One a and .rill be solved in conjunction
wit. One a if later considered necessary. Item One c, breakdown of
material in transit between supply officers, is noT-r well along the ro?d to
solution. 2xneriments are bein* conducted. The first report is due as of
31 March 19!?!?. These experiments apply only to Naval Stock Account material.
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If successful, wad u of Supplies and tocounts thinks t.:
,
they can be extended to Appi ' bion Pm Recount and o .toies
account . breakdown of in tr ' iL trill not be in the report for
1 October 195'
.
The other area of item oie: that of inventor;/ 1 I Jlass 203, which
is the shoo store- holdin IS for ail material regardless of fraction,
cl:ss (type o£ material;; has still to be broken down so Lt c?n be related
to its fraction and elass. ::^eriments are nov; under way at several stations
and it is anticipated by Fiscal Division of the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts that the 203 holding account for *hop stores material will be
eliminated in a short time. Material will still be carried physically in
shop stores but will be financially identified with its class fraction and
condition until charged to final expenditure. This astern is already in
effect at a mimber of activities.
Item t.;o,for what puroose is material used, is one of the most
troublesome areas. The point here being, just what information is desired.
Should the expenditures be broken down to r-horr, for example, active fleet
support, reserve fleet support, continual shore station support, overr;-
shore station support, or are thaw Categories or should the .information
be much more detailed. The suooly demand control "oints and the Bureau will
continue to work on the probluu. As soon as they decide; \ ,Te meaningful
expenditure captions; expenditures with and rat aoorooriatlon ch-^r 'es
will be broken down to reflect this information.
/inaucial inventory control progress in the Navy has been slow. The
;nitude of any change in a system so far-flung and with so many items as

--
is in the Navy supply system is great. Responsible personnel must cscure
themselves of a changes desirability and workability before its adoption.
If the experiments of 1°5>1 and early 19!?2 had been adopted they would,
in the ooinion of most responsible persons in the Stores and Plant Account-
ing Division of th^ Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, have caused chaos.
They were too detailed and would have fallen of their own magniture. The
volume of the flow of oaper would have defeated their purpose.
These experiments did, however, serve a valuable and useful pur-
pose. They planted the seeds and ideas of need for more meaningful Financial
Inventor/ Control information. From these seeds the Navy Financial Inventory
Control Report and its Supporting Financial Inventory Control Ledgers have
grown.
The "fiscal wheel" which Adm. Bauernschmidtl had found missing in the
Navy Integrated Supply System Plan of 19kh has been added. How well it will
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